GIS Mapping Disclaimer:
This GIS map is a resource of general information. The Polk County BoCC makes no warranty, representation or guaranty as to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of any information or data furnished hereon; or any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information provided regardless of how caused; or any other actions or inactions that may arise that were not contemplated by this disclaimer.

1) Any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information provided regardless of how caused;
2) Any other actions or inactions that may arise that were not contemplated by this disclaimer.

Legend
- Private Airport
- Private Heliport
- Public Seaplane Base
- Airport Runway Polygon
- Height Notification Subzone 1
- Subzone 2 - Includes all areas outside of Subzone 1
- Educational Restriction Zone
- In Flight Visual / Electronic Interference Zone
- Avon Park Air Force Range
- Aircraft Bird Strike Hazard Zones
- Turbine Powered Aircraft
- Piston Engine Powered Aircraft
- Airport Overflight Zones
- Utility / Visual Runway
- Non-Precision Instrument
- Precision Instrument
- Primary Surface
- Waterbodies
- Municipalities
- County Boundary
- Township Range

Data Sources: Polk County Joint Airport Zoning Board Regulations
Data Date: January 2002, additions and corrections 2011
Note: This map also serves for the Airport Impact Districts as described in the Resource-Protection Districts Policy 2.124-B
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